Blue Ridge Mountain Rescue Group Pager Usage Guide

Last Updated: 01-JUN-28

ASRC Pager Net: 434-972-7840
BRMRG Pager Net: 434-923-5440

Paging Guidelines
When you send out a page on the BRMRG net you reach about 40 people, when you send out a page on the ASRC net you reach hundreds. You should only use the pager nets for searches or official business when all other forms of communication are ineffective. As a courtesy, limit business pages on the nets to business hours. Business hours are from 9am to 9pm. The pager net is not to be used for personal reasons or non-BRMRG related purposes for any reason.

Reading Numeric Pages
1. Basic Pages
   A basic page looks like:
   XXX-YYY-YYY-YYYY-XXX
   The X’s represent the pager code being used and the Y’s represent the number to call.
   So a test page to the locker would look like:
   123-434-924-3472-123
   Or a full call out for a search would look like:
   333-434-924-3472-333

2. Personal Pages
   If the page is a personal page it will look like:
   XXX-YYY-YYY-YYYY-ZZZ
   The X’s are the PIN for the recipient, the Y’s are the number to call, and the Z’s are the PIN of the person who sent the page. For example, if your pin number is 701 and you want to page someone with the pin number of 745 and you are at the locker, you would type in:
   745-434-924-3472-701

3. Personal pages to members of other ASRC groups
   A personal page over the ASRC net or to a member of another group should read as follows:
   WWW-XXX-YYY-YYY-YYYY
   The W’s represent the ASRC group PIN, the X’s are the recipient’s PIN, and the Y’s are the number to call.